Butterfly Lantern Scarf by Ventriloquist Court®
(Designed, Handmade, & Hand-painted in Australia)
DESCRIPTION

Inspired by paper lanterns, this scarf features a hand-painted butterfly print, using
professional eco-friendly textile paint (Australian-made paint & vegan-friendly). The
butterfly print is created from my own hand-drawn butterfly silhouette cutout. Since
the print is hand-painted, the placement of the dragonflies will be a little unique to
each scarf. The paint is heat-cured to protect the colour from washing out or fading.

The negative butterfly print is available in any gradient colour! Choose from gradient
dark to light blue, black to light grey, or if you would like a different colour, contact
me to discuss possibilities. I'll do my best to mix up your dream colour! Please note
that as this is a negative print, the colour of the butterflies themselves is white.

The stretch part of the scarf, which wraps around your neck, is made from pale cream
modal spandex. This fabric is very soft and stretchy. The lower part is painted with
brushed dots to match the negative butterfly print.

CARE INSTRUCTIONS

Hand wash the scarf in cool soapy water using mild soap such as castile soap. Rinse
the scarf in clean cool water.

Use a medium-hot iron with low steam on the painted cotton part of the scarf. It's
recommended that you either iron on the reverse side (i.e. the opposite side of the
painted fabric), or iron on the painted fabric only once you've first covered it with
baking paper (the baking paper will make it easier for you to glide the iron around).

For the stretchy part of the scarf (the pale cream modal spandex), use a low-heat iron.

QUESTIONS

For any questions or problems with checking out, please don't hesitate to contact me.
I'm always happy to answer questions from courteous customers.

If you'd like to be sure of the drape and feel of painted organdy cotton, please message
me with your address for a free fabric sample. A small sample will be posted to you
by regular mail, which usually takes 2-3 weeks to most international destinations.

DETAILED INFO ABOUT MATERIALS:

* Professional non-toxic eco-friendly textile paint (vegan-friendly) made in Australia
* Sheer white cotton organdy handwoven by artisans in India (lightweight, stiff fabric
which will soften a little after wash)
* Vintage 1970s stock Japanese-made 'pearlescent' buttons (acrylic plastic) in an ivory
colour (size: 4mm)
* Medium-weight pale cream modal spandex (Exact composition is unknown, but my
best is guess is 85% modal & 15% spandex). Modal is a type of rayon made from
reconstituted cellulose from beech trees. A highly absorbent fabric, its breathability is
akin to cotton.

